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Highlited Cases Ronald Boer 

This document contains more specific information about some of the cases in my portfolio. All of my 

cases are in Dutch so that is why I have made a small document like this to give you a better insight 

in what my skills and qualities are. I apologize that the images are in Dutch. 

In general, what do I do?  

By improving the brand visibility and exposure through different digital marketing channels such as, 

Social Media, Search Engine Optimization, Search Engine Advertising, display advertisements, email- 

or affiliate marketing or online advertising, there will be more targeted visitors to a website.  The 

next step is to convert these visitors to (paid) costumers. With heatmaps, mousetracking and 

knowledge of usability and marketing psychology you can increase the conversion rate of those 

costumers which will result in an increase of online profit!   

Case 1: De PC Makelaar 

De PC Makelaar is a Dutch company which repairs computers, laptops and mobile phones. I created a 

Social Media and SEO campaign and started to work on a new faster website. Our goal was to rank in 

the Google top 3 of about 50 local keywords with computer, IPhone and laptop recovery. By rewriting 

the URLs as SEO-friendly as possible and by creating good landing pages with good content De PC 

Makelaars traffic has increased dramatically in the last months!  

  
De PC Makelaars website traffic 

 
Google positions of important keywords. This is just a small fraction of the total 50 words.      

De PC Makelaars Social Media campaign has had a lot of effect on the sites traffic and sales. Since 

the proper use of Social Media, De PC Makelaar receives multi orders per day: 

  

Links to De PC Makelaars Facebook and Google+ 

De PC Makelaar used to sell his antivirus directly of his website. But we have decided to sell 

Antivirus software on a separate website, so I designed one: http://www.virusscannerwinkel.nl/ . 

 

More screenshots can be found at: http://www.ronaldboer.nl/portfolio/PCMakelaar/   
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Case 2: Misterbed + Expert websites 

Misterbed is a Dutch website that sells pillows, bed frames, mattresses etc. During my time at Yavi 

Webtraffic, the owner of Misterbed came to Yavi Webtraffic for a partnership. We decided to build 

more websites like Misterbed to create “our own competition”. We created 3 similar websites (Expert 

Websites) and decided to optimize all of them for Google.  

The 3 similar websites are:  

        

I was responsible for the CPC Campaigns of Misterbed and the Expert websites. With A/B testing I 

created ads with a quality score of minimal 8/10, with a low CPC and a high CTR. Misterbeds Adwords 

budget was +$10.000 per month and Experts Adwords budget was +$4.000 per month 

Misterbeds Adwords: 

 

First one shows the amount of clicks per week and the second one, the amount of views. 

Results after some changes 

 

Dekbed Expert Adwords: 

 

More screenshots and excel sheets can be found in this map: 

http://www.ronaldboer.nl/portfolio/Misterbed-and-Expert/  
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Case 3 Huurbieding 

Huurbieding.nl is a Dutch Real Estate website. I was responsible for all the online marketing and 

exposure, the look and feel of the website, its marketing campaigns, the email marketing and the 

conversion optimization. This project took me more than a year and I wrote an entire research paper 

of about 90 pages and 20.000 words. There is too much to tell so I let the final Google Analytics 

results speak for itself.  

On Jan-2013 we had 1992 visitors, exactly 1 year later on Jan-2014 we had 5707 visitors! The 

revenues more than doubled in one year. 

 

Let’s start with the design of Huurbiedings new website. 

Together with another company we designed a new and better SEO-optimized website. SEO 

optimized URLs, extremely fast and user-friendly.  See the images down below. 

 

Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook were part of a big Social Media campaign. With the tool 

Tweetdeck.com I searched for interesting tweets to apply on. We used # so other people could find 

our tweets.  

  

Twitteraccount Huurbieding 02/08/2013 Twitteraccount Huurbieding 06/08/2013  

We used LinkedIn for cold acquisition. We searched on LinkedIn for important people in our branch and 

called them directly or sent them an email.   
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Mini-websites / Landing pages 

Certain keywords had a lot of competition and it was difficult to get a high ranking with the regular 

Huurbieding site. That is why I decided to build a couple of small websites that were 100% targeted on 1 

specific keyword. Those 3 websites would then send the visitors to the main website, Huurbieding.nl. 

• www.kantoorpanden-huren.nl (keyword: kantoorpanden huren) 

• www.bedrijfspanden-huren.nl (keyword: bedrijfspanden huren) 

• www.winkelpanden-huren.nl (keyword: winkelpanden huren) 

After some google optimization the 3 websites gained a high ranking in the Google Search Results. 

  

Google Adwords CPC Campaign. 

In the images below you can see a part of my adwords campaign. The ads are optimized for a high 

position and a good CTR, with the a low CPC. 

 

Images of the Google Adword Ads: http://www.ronaldboer.nl/portfolio/Huurbieding/1-ADWORDS/  

Other marketing techiques that I have used: Heatmaps, affiliatemarketing, cold calling, keyword 

research, conversion optimization, linkbuilding, PR and mousetracking. 

If there are questions please let me know.  

Ronald Boer 
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